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Abstract

Introduction: Obstruction of the surgical suction instrument is a common problem in orthopaedic surgery. Previous attempts have tried to address this problem. The ‘Super Sucker’ has a screen compartment that can be unlogged upon disassembly. The Yankauer sucker has small holes in its tip that strain larger bits of debris. The aim of this study is to clinically evaluate a new gas-actuated suction instrument in which a special screen at its tip is cleared, as needed, by a rapid burst of pressurized carbon dioxide gas.

Methods: This IRB-approved, prospective, randomized study compared a gas-actuated suction instrument with the Super Sucker and Yankauer in 70 consecutive primary total joint arthroplasty cases. Outcome measures included: incidence of complete suction loss due to suction instrument obstruction; time lost while unplugging the suction instrument; number of additional suction instruments needed; and a subjective surgeon-assessed performance score (1 to 5, with 5 being most favorable) for type of suction instrument.

Results: There were no cases in which the gas-actuated suction instrument could not be rapidly cleared of debris. The Super Sucker completely plugged in 71% of cases, requiring 67 minutes total to unplug (3.9 minutes per case, range 0 to 12 minutes). In four cases, replacement Super Suckers were required to finish the case. The Yankauer completely plugged in 47% of cases, requiring 52 minutes total to unplug (2.8 minutes per case, range 0 to 10 minutes). In three cases, replacement Yankauers were required to finish the case. The average performance score was 2.7 for the Super Sucker, 3.6 for the Yankauer, and 5 for the gas-actuated suction instrument on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being most favorable.

Discussion: This study evaluated a suction instrument in which a screen tip prevents obstruction, and a burst of pressurized carbon dioxide gas clears debris from the tip. The new suction instrument was successful in 100% of cases, with considerably less time lost compared to the other suction instruments. The gas-actuated suction tool actively and rapidly cleared obstructive debris with minimal disruption to the surgical flow. Recent clinical experience has shown the gas-actuated suction tool to be particularly enabling in the settings of tourniquet-free total knee replacement, small incision total hip replacement, bipolar hemiarthroplasty, and revision total hip replacement.
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Introduction

For generations, modern surgical technique has utilized the ability of operating room vacuum systems to create suction as a method of evacuating fluids and debris from a surgical field. This problem is no more manifest than in orthopaedic surgery, where a fundamental principle in the treatment of surgical wounds is to flush the tissue with high volumes of sterile antibiotic-loaded fluid to reduce bacterial contamination. An important technical issue for the removal of fluids is the ability to maintain an unobstructed flow of suction. Plugging of the suction instrument is a source of irritation and delay for orthopaedic surgeons all over the world who deal with the typical suction instrument that becomes chronically plugged due to small fragments of bone and soft tissue. This debris is created during surgical manipulations and can become lodged in the tip, internal chamber, or tubing of the suction instrument (Figure 1). A number of systems have been designed over the years to deal with this problem. One such device, known as the ‘Super Sucker’ (Gateway Medical, Mooresville, NC, USA), utilizes a modular plastic device that has a tubular screen in the proximal part that, once plugged, allows the surgeon to disassemble the device, clean off the screen, reassemble the device, and resume the operation. [7] This maneuver can be required 4 to 5 times during a standard orthopaedic procedure. In addition, the suction tubing may become clogged by a chunk of bone that becomes lodged at one of its internal junctions.

This study evaluates the performance of a new surgical suction instrument that is designed to be self-unplugging via a mechanically activated jet of carbon dioxide (CO2) gas. The tip of the instrument contains a porous metal screen that is intended to capture solid and viscous material that has been liberated from a surgical wound. The pores in the screen tip are a fraction of the inner tubing diameter, thus preventing large chunks of bone from moving up the tube and becoming lodged. A porous metal screen was found to be more effective than a wire mesh screen, as the porous metal screen could easily be wiped of debris, much as a spaghetti strainer. The suction instrument also includes a long thin tube that is placed inside the suction conduit for delivery of a positive pressure carbon dioxide (CO2) gas jet to the back side of the screen. The effect of this internal gas jet is to ‘blast’ debris off of the tip as needed (Figures 2A and 2B). The hypothesis of this study was that the gas-actuated suction instrument would be less likely to plug during a typical orthopaedic procedure such as a total joint arthroplasty (TJA). A randomized control trial was designed to test the hypothesis against two commonly used suction instruments, the Yankauer and the Super Sucker. [7,10]

Methods

This study is an IRB-approved, single-blinded, randomized controlled trial. Patients were recruited from the
surgical practice of the author. During the study period, all consecutive patients requiring total knee (TKA) and total hip (THA) arthroplasty were asked to participate. Seventy patients (40 TKA and 30 THA) provided informed consent and were enrolled. Because this study evaluated a specific characteristic during the surgical procedure, the only patient contact was the original recruitment and consent process for the study. Using a computerized randomization scheme, the 70 patients were randomized into one of three study groups: TJA performed with either Super Sucker (n=17), Yankauer (n=19), or the gas-actuated (n=34) suction instrument. Patient characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

The CO2 gas-actuated suction instrument consists of a hand piece attached to two tube connections, one tube for the standard operating room vacuum suction line, and another tube for a pressure-regulated positive supply of CO2 gas through the suction tip (Figure 3). Carbon dioxide was the gas of choice as it is delivered sterile and has been used for decades for similar purposes, such as with the FDA-cleared CarboJet® lavage system (Kinamed Inc, Camarillo, CA, USA). [4,5,8,9] The CarboJet lavage system was connected to the new suction instrument for the current study. The suction tip includes an inner tube with a connector that attaches to the CarboJet lavage hand piece such that activation releases a jet of CO2 to the undersurface of the suction tip. The Yankauer, ‘Super Sucker’, and the gas-actuated suction instrument all used the standard vacuum hose tubing that connects to a typical operating room suction canister pulling 45 psi of negative pressure. Outcome measures included: incidence of complete suction loss due to suction instrument obstruction; time lost while unplugging the suction instrument; number of additional suction instruments needed; and a subjective surgeon assessed performance score (5 for the highest performance and 1 for the lowest performance).

Statistical analysis. Pilot testing demonstrated that traditional suction instruments become completely obstructed at least once during more than half of TJA cases. It was determined that, at a 95% confidence level and with 80% power, a sample size of 14 patients per group were required to detect a statistically significant difference between an instrument that plugs in 60% of cases versus one that plugs in 10% of cases. Student’s t-tests and analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were used to assess differences in continuous variables (e.g. patient characteristics, time lost due to obstruction) and chi-squared tests were used to compare proportional differences in categorical variables (e.g. gender, presence or not of obstruction). [2] A p-value of 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

There were no cases in which the gas-actuated suction instrument could not be rapidly cleared of debris. The Super Sucker completely plugged in 71% of cases, requiring 67 minutes total to unplug (3.9 minutes per case, range 0 to 12 minutes). In four cases, replacement Super Suckers were required to finish the case. The Yankauer completely plugged in 47% of cases, requiring 52 minutes total to unplug (2.8 minutes per case, range 0 to 10 minutes). In three

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group 1 (Super Sucker)</th>
<th>Group 2 (Yankauer)</th>
<th>Group 3 (Gas-Actuated)</th>
<th>Comparing all 3 Groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n (Patients)</td>
<td>17 (12 TKA, 5 THA)</td>
<td>19 (9 TKA, 10 THA)</td>
<td>34 (19 TKA, 15 THA)</td>
<td>Not Significant (p=0.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (inches)</td>
<td>66 ± 3 (61 to 71)</td>
<td>67 ± 5 (60 to 74)</td>
<td>65 ± 4 (60 to 72)</td>
<td>Not Significant (p=0.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (lbs)</td>
<td>192 ± 43 (112 to 240)</td>
<td>191 ± 56 (76 to 288)</td>
<td>177 ± 50 (83 to 281)</td>
<td>Not Significant (p=0.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>31 ± 6.5 (20 to 43)</td>
<td>30 ± 8 (13 to 47)</td>
<td>29 ± 6.5 (15 to 40)</td>
<td>Not Significant (p=0.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>72 ± 9.7 (54 to 88)</td>
<td>70 ± 11 (49 to 88)</td>
<td>74 ± 11 (51 to 100)</td>
<td>Not Significant (p=0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males:Females</td>
<td>7:10</td>
<td>7:12</td>
<td>8:26</td>
<td>Not Significant (p=0.19)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cases, replacement Yankauers were required to finish the case. The average performance score was 2.7 for the Super Sucker, 3.6 for the Yankauer, and 5 for the gas-actuated sucker on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being most favorable. These results, including the statistical analyses, are summarized in Table 2.

Discussion

This study evaluated a suction instrument in which a screen tip prevents obstruction, and a burst of pressurized carbon dioxide gas clears debris from the tip. The new suction instrument was successful in 100% of cases, with considerably less time lost compared to the traditional suction instruments. The traditional suction instruments demonstrated a high tendency to plug. The Yankauer suction instrument could be unplugged by inserting a narrow probe, such as a Bovie tip, into its tip to dislodge the obstruction. The Super Sucker plugged more frequently as the screen in the mid-portion of the device captured the debris. The Super Sucker required the most time for unplugging and it was noted that suction was not always restored to the original state. The gas-actuated suction tool actively and rapidly cleared obstructive debris with minimal disruption to the surgical flow.

The primary limitation of this study is the fact that all cases were done by the developer of the gas-actuated suction instrument who had considerable prior experience in developing the screen tip and the methods to easily clear it. One of these methods is related to the finding that debris and viscous fluid, as is often found in the hip joint after a femoral neck fracture, can congeal in the tube of the gas-actuated suction instrument if not completely cleared. Experience has shown that occasionally suctioning irrigation fluid will eliminate this plugging. In addition, on occasion collagenous soft tissue will collect on the screen tip surface and cannot be blown away by the CO2 jet. Because the metal tip functions like a spaghetti strainer, simple brushing of the tip with a finger will dislodge the debris and allow it to be suctioned away. With attention to these details, no examples of complete plugging of the gas-actuated suction instrument were noted in this study.

Clinical studies on actuated suction instruments are rare. The patent literature, however, describes other types of actuated suction instruments. The author has filed several such examples, but all lacked the simplicity and efficiency of the gas-actuated system studied here. Most of these ideas attempt to combine the function of suction and irrigation with a mechanism to redirect flow. Prusmack [11] described a concept developed for spine surgery with a thumb-valve mechanism for activating the flow of air or fluid irrigant into a common neurosurgical sucker conduit and designed a simple stop-cock mechanism to control the suction outflow from this conduit. Unfortunately, the Prusmack idea ignores fluid mechanics as the negative pressure created by the suction outflow will compromise the flow of air into the suction conduit. To counteract this problem, the user of such a system would need to secondarily turn off the stop-cock for suction outflow to create a ‘closed’ nonsuctioning system. The gas-actuated instrument described in this paper uses the high air inflow created by the Venturi effect of a narrow conduit over the distance of the suction instrument in order to create a blast of CO2 of sufficient force to dispel debris from its tip. The system is ‘open’ and the countereffect of suction is minimal at the tip of the instrument. Efficiency is optimized as the entire unplugging maneuver occurs rapidly with activation of the CO2 gas jet via a trigger valve.

Several surgical techniques may benefit from a more efficient suction instrument. Recent clinical experience has shown the gas-actuated suction tool to be particularly enabling in the settings of tourniquet-free total knee replacement, which continues to gain interest, “small incision” total hip replacement, bipolar hemiarthroplasty, and revision total hip replacement. Tourniquet-less total knee arthroplasty has been shown to reduce the risk of nerve injury, acute phlebothrombosis, and postoperative hematoma compared to cases where a tourniquet is used. [3,6] The gas-actuated suction instrument also functions as an excellent retractor when not in use, which can be advantageous during minimally invasive procedures. Considering the

### Table 2. Summary of results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group 1 (Super Sucker)</th>
<th>Group 2 (Yankauer)</th>
<th>Group 3 (Gas-Actuated)</th>
<th>Comparing all 3 Groups</th>
<th>Comparing Groups 1 and 2 only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n (Patients)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstruction Rate</td>
<td>71% (12/17)</td>
<td>47% (9/19)</td>
<td>0% (0/34)</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>Not Significant (p=0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average time to unplug</td>
<td>3.9 ± 3.5 (0 to 12)</td>
<td>2.8 ± 3.0 (0 to 10)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>Not Significant (p=0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(minutes)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Score</td>
<td>2.7 ± 1.5 (1 to 5)</td>
<td>3.6 ± 1.3 (2 to 5)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>p=0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
nontrivial cost of operating room time [1,12], the gas-actuated system offers the benefit of reduced operative time. In conclusion, the new gas-actuated suction instrument has been shown to be effective for eliminating the problem of clogged surgical suction.
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